
EISBRECHER BOARD GAME

Goal: To collect the musical instruments of the band members and then proceed to the stage in the middle of the board.

Preparations: Cut out the instruments, task cards and the band members. Fold the band members like shown
in the pic. Glue the task and the instrument cards on a thicker paper. Make sure you can’t see through them from
the back side.

Place the board on a table. Shuffle the instrument cards and place
them on the table upside down. Shuffle the task cards and place
the deck on the table upside down. The players will choose
a band member each and place them on the board on any of the
small black dots.

The Game:

Players will throw dice (you will need at least one) to find out who will start. It is permitted to move to any direction.

Collecting the instrument cards: Whenever the player proceeds to any of the corner squares (the ones with the
star), he / she can turn one instrument card. If he doesn’t have that instrument, he can take the card and
throw again. If he has the instrument already, he will place the card back to its spot upside down and his turn is over.

Task cards: When the player reaches a task card square (the white big ovals), he will pick the top card from
the task card deck and act accordingly. If it’s not possible to finish the task by the rules of the game, nothing happens.

The player who collects all five instruments and reaches the center stage first is the winner of the game.

Note:
All of the squares need to be reached with the exact number of the dice.
The stage square is a normal square until the player has all five instruments.
It is not allowed to have two or more similar instruments at the same time, only one each.
You should play Eisbrecher’s music in the background. When the song “Eisbrecher” will start,
whoever will stand up first can throw again.

Glue

Eisbrecher logo (c) Eisbrecher, design made as fanart by West468. This is a freeware.

By West468 (www.west468.com)
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Hand over an instrument
of your choice and

place it back on the table
upside down.

The player on your left
will give you an istrument

of his / her choice.
(If he doesn’t have a suitable

one, he will hand over
an instrument and place it

back on the table.)

Everyone is allowed
to pick an instrument card.

Jürgen’s player can make
an additional turn.

You will lose two turns.

Everyone, who has
Noel’s guitar, will
hand it over back

on the table.
The instrument cards

will be shu�ed.

You can pick two
instrument cards.

If you have Alex’s icepick,
give it to Alex’s player.
If that is not possible,
you will lose a turn.

Those, who have all of
the instrument cards,

will have an
additional turn.

Those players, who don’t
have any instrument cards,

are allowed to pick
three of them now.

If you play Rupert,
you can pick one
instrument card.

Throw again.



Shu�e the
instrument cards.

Achim’s player can
pick an instrument card
from any player he / she

wants.

Hand over an
instrument of your choice
to the player you choose.

(If it’s not possible,
nothing happens.)

Throw again. Alex’s and Noel’s players
can pick an instrument card.

Everyone will hand over
an instrument card

and place them on the table.
The instrument cards

will be shu�ed.

You will lose a turn.
You can pick two
instrument cards.

If you play Alex,
you will lose a turn.

Jürgen’s, Achim’s and
Rupert’s players

will get an
additional turn.

Pick an instrument card.
If you have Rupert’s bass,
place it back on the table.



If you don’t have
Achim’s drumsticks,

you can pick them from
any player you choose.

The next player will
lose a turn.

Other players
can pick an instrument

of their choice from you,
or throw again,

whatever they choose.

Shu�e the task cards. You can pick two
instrument cards.

Hand over an instrument
of your choice and

place it back on the table
upside down.

If you have Jürgen’s
guitar, you can pick

another instrument card.

You can pick
an instrument card
from Noel’s player.

If you play Noel, you’ll
get another turn.

Go to the instrument box
of your choice and

pick an instrument card.

You will lose a turn.

Alex’s tie card:

Keep this card and use it
whenever you like to

force a player of your choice
to hand over two

instrument cards and
place them back on the table.

(After use, return it back
to the deck of task cards

and shu�e them.)

Noel’s plectrum card:

Keep this card and use it
whenever you like to

freeze a player of your choice
for three consecutive turns.

(After use, return it back
to the deck of task cards

and shu�e them.)
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